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QUESTION 1

Machine Learning Specialist is working with a media company to perform classification on popular articles from the
company\\'s website. The company is using random forests to classify how popular an article will be before it is
published. A sample of the data being used is below. 

Given the dataset, the Specialist wants to convert the Day_Of_Week column to binary values. What technique should
be used to convert this column to binary values? 

A. Binarization 

B. One-hot encoding 

C. Tokenization 

D. Normalization transformation 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

A large JSON dataset for a project has been uploaded to a private Amazon S3 bucket The Machine Learning Specialist
wants to securely access and explore the data from an Amazon SageMaker notebook instance A new VPC was created
and assigned to the Specialist 

How can the privacy and integrity of the data stored in Amazon S3 be maintained while granting access to the Specialist
for analysis? 

A. Launch the SageMaker notebook instance within the VPC with SageMaker-provided internet access enabled Use an
S3 ACL to open read privileges to the everyone group 

B. Launch the SageMaker notebook instance within the VPC and create an S3 VPC endpoint for the notebook to access
the data Copy the JSON dataset from Amazon S3 into the ML storage volume on the SageMaker notebook instance
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and work against the local dataset 

C. Launch the SageMaker notebook instance within the VPC and create an S3 VPC endpoint for the notebook to
access the data Define a custom S3 bucket policy to only allow requests from your VPC to access the S3 bucket 

D. Launch the SageMaker notebook instance within the VPC with SageMaker-provided internet access enabled.
Generate an S3 pre-signed URL for access to data in the bucket 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

A company\\'s Machine Learning Specialist needs to improve the training speed of a time-series forecasting model
using TensorFlow. The training is currently implemented on a single-GPU machine and takes approximately 23 hours to
complete. The training needs to be run daily. 

The model accuracy js acceptable, but the company anticipates a continuous increase in the size of the training data
and a need to update the model on an hourly, rather than a daily, basis. The company also wants to minimize coding
effort and infrastructure changes 

What should the Machine Learning Specialist do to the training solution to allow it to scale for future demand? 

A. Do not change the TensorFlow code. Change the machine to one with a more powerful GPU to speed up the
training. 

B. Change the TensorFlow code to implement a Horovod distributed framework supported by Amazon SageMaker.
Parallelize the training to as many machines as needed to achieve the business goals. 

C. Switch to using a built-in AWS SageMaker DeepAR model. Parallelize the training to as many machines as needed
to achieve the business goals. 

D. Move the training to Amazon EMR and distribute the workload to as many machines as needed to achieve the
business goals. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

A credit card company wants to build a credit scoring model to help predict whether a new credit card applicant will
default on a credit card payment. The company has collected data from a large number of sources with thousands of
raw 

attributes. Early experiments to train a classification model revealed that many attributes are highly correlated, the large
number of features slows down the training speed significantly, and that there are some overfitting issues. 

The Data Scientist on this project would like to speed up the model training time without losing a lot of information from
the original dataset. 

Which feature engineering technique should the Data Scientist use to meet the objectives? 

A. Run self-correlation on all features and remove highly correlated features 

B. Normalize all numerical values to be between 0 and 1 
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C. Use an autoencoder or principal component analysis (PCA) to replace original features with new features 

D. Cluster raw data using k-means and use sample data from each cluster to build a new dataset 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

A data scientist must build a custom recommendation model in Amazon SageMaker for an online retail company. Due to
the nature of the company\\'s products, customers buy only 4-5 products every 5-10 years. So, the company relies on a
steady stream of new customers. When a new customer signs up, the company collects data on the customer\\'s
preferences. Below is a sample of the data available to the data scientist. 

How should the data scientist split the dataset into a training and test set for this use case? 

A. Shuffle all interaction data. Split off the last 10% of the interaction data for the test set. 

B. Identify the most recent 10% of interactions for each user. Split off these interactions for the test set. 

C. Identify the 10% of users with the least interaction data. Split off all interaction data from these users for the test set. 

D. Randomly select 10% of the users. Split off all interaction data from these users for the test set. 

Correct Answer: D 
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